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New in Version 1.770
Bug fixes:
- SynthFont has supported Windows XP always, but the support has not been perfwct. This version 
fixes some issues.
- There are optimized file dialogs for Windows XP, different from dialogs for any other later Windows 
version from Vista and up.
- Some reported bugs fixed

New features:
- Full support fo Creative Lab's SoundBlaster Live!
Non Registered Parameters (NRPs) for setting Low
Pass filter parameters. You can switch this function
on/off in Setup, Synth Engine:

Technical background:
You can change an instrument's SoundFont parameters (for example, LFO depth 
and speed, envelope contour) through MIDI in real time via NRPs, or Non 
Registered Parameters. NRPs is identical to Registered Parameters(RPs), except
that RPs are agreed upon by the MMA (MIDI Manufacturers Association) and JMSC 
(Japan MIDI Standards Committee), and Non Registered Parameters  may be 
assigned as needed by individual manufacturers. As NRPs and Data Entry 
messages are MIDI controller messages, any MIDI sequencer software that 
supports editing of controller messages is capable of editing them.

To control SynthFont’s Low Pass filter, enter the following series of four 
controller events:

Controller Value Description
99 127 = NRP (coarse). It is always 127.
98 21 or 22 = NRP (fine), 21 to set the Low Pass cutoff frequency
and 22 to set the Low Pass resonance
6 64 = Data Entry (coarse), always 64 in this case
38 X = Data Entry (fine), defines the new value

For example, in SynthFont’s MIDI Events list you would have:

Low values of X -> low filter cutoff or low filter resonance. Here are two 
graphs to guide you:
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And, for the resonance, there are two curves: one for the lowest value of the 
cutoff frequency (200 Hz) and another for cutoff frequency > 10 kHz:

If the cutoff is below 10 kHz, the value used will be an interpolation between
these two extremes. 



Background
SynthFont can be described as a MIDI file player and SoundFont emulator, emulating SoundFont 
compatible audio cards like Creative’s SoundBlaster Live! Series. To use SoundFonts with SynthFont
you need only to have a basic audio card installed on your system.

History
SynthFont started off in the year 2000 as a small exercise in learning to understand the structure of 
SoundFonts. The goal was to learn how to create good quality SoundFonts and to develop a 
SoundFont editing tool with features not available in other SoundFont editors. In the end the project 
was divided into two: the SoundFont editor Viena and the MIDI file player SynthFont.

License
This is a freeware version of SynthFont.

If you want to support my work you can either donate a sum of money or 
help me develop a new feature.

You are free to distribute the unmodified setup file, but note the 
following:

1. If you want to add it to your own web site I would prefer if you 
contacted me at first.
2. Copyright must be honored: Kenneth Rundt, 2021, 
http://www.synthfont.com.
3. I would expect you to refer to www.synthfont.com as the home-site of 
SynthFont.
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